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Abstract
Computational FluidDynamics (CFD) analysis is conducted onmono-tube vehicleMRF damper
investigated experimentally in a previous study. In this study, the fluid of the typeMRF-132DGwas
inserted inside a damper of a car rear suspension system. TheCFD analysis describes the fluidflow
through the internal orifices between the compression and the rebound chambers. AveragedNavier–
Stokes equationswere solved by the SIMPLEmethod, and theRNGk-εwas used tomodel the
turbulence at the fluid crossing through the orifices. All the CFDmodel boundary conditions’ values
were set to the same values reported in the previous experimental study, except for the viscosity values.
When varying the appliedmagnetic field density, the changes ofMRF’s viscosity values were assessed
by using a viscositymeter. Results showed a viscosity increase of 70%when themagneticfield
excitation current was elevated from0A to 5A. The damping forced and damping values were
calculated using the rebound and compression static pressures obtained from the contour plots. It was
also observed that the damping values exponentially increase with the increase in viscosity. The results
of theCFD simulationwere compared against those from the experiments, and goodmatchingwas
observed.

1. Introduction

Noise and vibration are socio-environmental problems that call for solutions by engineers. Controlling noise
and vibration requires a good knowledge of the dynamic systems and theirmain components, i.e.,mass,
stiffness, and damping. The primary application of a damper is to prevent discomfort fromvibrations, outright
structural failure, or even noise emissions (Li andDarby 2006). Vibration isolation countermeasures are
categorized as passive, active, or semi-active. Passive control usually takes place within the design phase. It allows
the damping device to absorb the vibration generated in the absence of a power supply and feedback sensors.
Active control dampers require a feedback loop (i.e., sensor, actuators, a power supply, etc). In semi-active
control, the damper’s characteristics aremodified by an active source of power that influences the system’s
dynamics (Sassi et al 2018). Viscous dampers arewidely utilized as a countermeasure in different engineering
applications such as passive vibration reduction, isolation, and control. The viscous damper consists of a
stainless-steel piston and a steel cylinder separated into two chambers by the piston head. The damper’s cylinder
contains compressible hydraulic oil. As a result of absorbing the vibrating body’s oscillatingmovement, the
damper rodmoves accordingly, forcing the oil inside the cylinder tomove fromone chamber to another
(compression and rebound) through a small area (orifices). Thismovement leads to head loss because of the
pressure difference as the fluid flowbetween the two chambers (Agrawal andAmjadian 2015). Viscous dampers
are used in awide range of applications. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of a viscous damper along
with it is internal parts.

Many studies investigate the use of viscous dampers in civil and automobile applications (Narkhede and
Sinha 2014,Maikulal et al 2016, Galluzzi et al 2018, Lu et al 2018). Viscous dampers are considered as a high
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energy dissipating density device (dissipating high energy compared to damper’s small size) (Narkhede and
Sinha 2014). In civil applications, viscous dampers enhance the structure performance for both shock load and
long duration load (earthquake andwind load) (Narkhede and Sinha 2014). In automobiles, the vehicle
suspension traditionally consistsmainly of a spring and a dampermounted in parallel. A car suspension
functionmaximizes the friction between the tires and the road surface, provides steering stability with proper
handling, and ensures the passengers’ comfort. Smartmaterials are compositematerials whose properties
dramatically change under external stimuli such as temperature, electric field, ormagnetic field (Syam and
Muthalif 2020).Magneto-Rheological (MRF) represents a particular type of smartmaterials whose rheological
behavior is rapidly varied or controlled by applying amagnetic field (Jolly et al 1999).Without that excitation,
theMRFs have low viscosity and behave asNewtonian fluids.However, under amagnetic field, theMRFmicro-
metallic particles form a column-structure that resists shear deformation orflow. This change in thematerial
induces a rapid increase influid viscosity or the development of a semisolid state.MRFs are usuallymodeled
using the BinghamPlasticModel (Jolly et al 1999). An informative review about theMRfluidwas provided by
(Olabi andGrunwald 2007), discussing theMRfluidmain components; base oil,metallic particles, and special
additives. They also investigated the design and the use ofMRFs in different applications through threemodes;
shearmode (used in clutches and brakes), valvemode (used in dampers), and squeezemode (a combination
mode) (Olabi andGrunwald 2007).

To quickly transform a standard viscous damper into anMRF one, the conventional hydraulic oil should be
replaced by anMRfluid. Since there is no significant change in the damper’smechanical system, almost the same
numerical and experimental investigationmethods of the viscous damper are applicable for testing themodified
MRFdamper. Inmost experimental conditions,MRF-based dampers’ dynamic testing is usually performed
using a device that supplies a repetitive axialmotion tomove the piston rod back and forth. Axial fatigue
machine, damper testingmachine, shaker, or anymechanical slider attached to amotorwill be a suitable
actuator for such an experiment (Badri et al 2020). Guan et al (2019) developed a test bench for a twin-tube shock
absorber consisting of amotor, a load rack, a static frame, and a 25mm-radius crank. The crank transforms the
rotationmovement into reciprocatingmotion. The loading rack is connected to the crank through a linkage and
then attached to the damper. A load cell is located at the bottomof the bench to record the damping force using a
data acquisition (DAQ) system (Guan et al 2019). Hemantha andArun (2018) developed a test setup forMRF
dampers by connecting an excitingmechanical system and a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT)
sensor to the damper’smounted end. A load cell was attached to themoving rod to record the variation of
resistive force. The coils were excited by aDCpower supply to provide the excitation current needed to create the
magnetic field. All the sensors were connected to aDAQdevice to record both displacement and force. For
specific automobile applications, (Iglesias et al 2014) investigated, theoretically and experimentally, the use of
MRFdamper under external excitation. The experimental setup consisted of an oscillating testingmachinewith
amaximumdisplacement of 22.5 cm. The frequencywas varied using the ‘sweep’ feature to evaluate the damper
response for a wide range of frequencies. The experimental results were used to validate the nonlinear hysteresis
model proposed for predicting the damping force.

Numerous studies were conducted to explore the computational fluid dynamic (CFD)modeling approach
in characterizing the viscous andMRFdampers. In particular, (Jiao et al 2018) developed an analyticalmodel
and anADINA-basedCFDmodel to investigate the nonlinear characteristics ofmicro-vibration fluid viscous
damper, commonly used in aerospace applications. Thefluid and the structure (orifice)models were created
separately, while a harmonicmotionwas assigned as input to the structuremodel. A developed analyticalmodel
was used to validate theCFDby comparing the pressure gradient force for the twomodels. TheCFDmodel was

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a viscous damper.
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established to investigate the orifice openings numbers’ effect in the damping coefficient value (Maikulal et al
2016). Three different scenarios were considered, startingwith two orifice openings, then six, followed by having
ten openings. Themodel results, for different velocity values, showed an essential decrease in the damping force
for the ten-opening-orifice damper piston design. This particular investigation (Maikulal et al 2016)will be
considered as a reference for the present study. However, severalmodificationswill be needed tomake themodel
suitable forMRF application. Goldasz, (2015) presented a theoreticalmodel for a semi-activeMRFdamper. This
model included different characteristics that contribute to the damping force, such as fluid chamber
compressibility, fluid inertia, cylinder elasticity, and friction. Gedik et al (2012) studied the 2D steady laminar
flowof anMR fluid between parallel plates using aCFD approach. TheMR fluid flows through the plate’s gap
with velocities that change according to themagnetic flux variation. It was concluded that the fluid flow speed
decreases with the increase of the external excitationmagnetic values.Hemantha andArun (2018) characterized
a twin-tubeMRdamper experimentally and using coupledCFD-FE analysis. To have the ability to conduct a
dynamic FE analysis alongwith a CFD analysis. CFD analysis was based onNavier–Stokes equations, and the FE
usedMaxwell equations. Thefield-dependent yield stress tb was obtain using thefitting correlation curve for
eachmagnetic flux density value (B) (Han, Kim andChoi 2009). Themagnetic-dependent yield stress tb value
was then used in the Binghamplasticmodel tofind the corresponding viscosity. The cylinder pistonwas
assigned a sinusoidalmotion using amovingmesh, to simulate the fluid cellsmovement alongwith time. The
literature showed awide range of CFD studies, but none of them rely on experimental results of viscosity values
regardingmagnetic field.Moreover, they all suffer from a commonpitfall, which is the simplified geometries of
the orifice shapes used in their CFDmodels. Sassi et al (2018) investigated the damping characteristics ofMRF
damper experimentally. They loaded the damperwith deadweight and recorded the piston rod’s travel time in
compression and rebound cycles. Based on a linear force-velocitymodel, their damping valueswere obtained by
using the travel distance of the rod, the travel time, and the driving force. In the present study a CFDmodel is
used to simulate the behavior of the sameMRFdamper designed and used in (Sassi et al 2018). The same
boundary conditions and parametric study provided in (Sassi et al 2018) are applied in theCFDmodel.

Hence, the present investigation introduces aCFDmodel for a twin-tubeMRFdamper experimentally
investigated in previous work. This work’s novelty lies infinding damping coefficients numerically depending
on the experimental relationship between the viscosity and the appliedmagnetic field.

This paper is, therefore, organized into six sections. In section 1, a brief introduction is presented. In
section 2, theCFD fluid flowmodelingmethodology infinding the rebound and compression damping
coefficient is developed. The experimental procedures used infinding the corresponded viscosity values to each
magnetic field density value are illustrated in section 3. The computational analysis usingANSYS-17 Fluent flow
numerical software is established in section 4. The orifice contour pressure gradient is shown and discussed in
section 5. Section 6 summarizes the conclusions and the possible directions for future work.

2.Methodology

In this work, the approach considered to develop the numericalmodel is in linewith the procedures previously
used in (Maikulal et al 2016) and (Hemantha andArun 2018). TheCFDmodel reported in (Maikulal et al 2016)
obtained the damping values for a viscous damper by introducing afluid flowwith a given velocity through an
orifice then calculating its pressure drop. Thefluid viscosity used in (Maikulal et al 2016)was considered
constant since the damper’s viscousfluidwas deemedNewtonian.However, theMRF is a non-Newtonian fluid,
and therefore its viscosity valuemay changewith the variation of the appliedmagnetic field. A typical change of

Figure 2.Damper schematic internal details.
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anMRF viscosity is depicted in the results generated by an FE-CFD coupledmodel (Hemantha andArun 2018).
The FEmagnetostaticmodel was developed to calculate themagnetic flux density inside theMRdamper flow
gap.Different viscosities were found and then implemented in theCFDmodel based on themagnetic flux
density values for each excitation current (Hemantha andArun 2018). In this section, theMRF damperwill be
modeled using themodel previously considered in (Maikulal et al 2016), which calculates the damping
coefficient by calculating the forces acting on the compression and the rebound sides of the piston for constant
velocities as shown infigure 2. Viscosity values illustrated in section 3will then be used and identified in the
material properities section in the Fluent flowmodel.

The relationships between force and velocity in compression and rebound (extension) strokes of the viscous
damper are usually nonlinear. Formoderate values of forces and velocities, the relationship between them could
be reasonably considered as linear (Badri et al 2020):

( )=F C V 1d d

where Fd is the damping force,C is the damping coefficient, andV is the piston-damper linear velocity.
According to (Maikulal et al 2016), the damping force is defined as the difference between the rebound and

the compression forces.When the damping force considers the fluid’s friction effect, Guan et al (2019) proposed
the following equation for a twin-tube shock absorber:

( )= - +F P A P A F 2d r r c c f

where Fd is the damping force, Pc is the pressure in the compression chamber, Pr is the pressure in the rebound
chamber, Ac is the cross sectional area of the orifice plate in the compression chamber, Ar is the cross sectional
area of the orifice plate in the rebound chamber, and Ff is the frictional force.

Similar tomodel [13], no friction effect will be counted in the present work. Although the frictionwill is
negligible for lowmagnetic field values, themicrometallic chain structure will develop considerable friction at
highmagnetic flux density values. Both rebound and compression forces depend on the static pressure value
acting on the orifice surface during the piston’s oscillatingmotions. During the piston’s reversemotion, the fluid
is forced toflow from the rebound to the compression chamber, across a tiny orifice inside the piston. Therefore,
a pressure build-up, known as rebound pressure, takes place around that orifice. The value of that rebound force
Fr is depicted in the following equation (3):

( )=F p A 3r r r

where pr is the pressure in the rebound chamber, and Ar is the cross-sectional area of the orifice plate in the
rebound chamber.

On the other hand, during the damper rod’s extension stroke, thefluid tends tomove back from the
compression to the rebound chamber. Thismotion generates a high-pressure value at the compression side. The
compression force Fc is given by:

( )=F p A 4c c c

where pc is the pressure in the compression chamber, and Ac is the cross-sectional area of the orifice plate in the
compression chamber.

The resultant damping force is due to the subtraction of the rebound force from the compressing force. In
the case of constant velocityV, the damping coefficient for the rebound and the compression are given by:

( )= =C
F

V
C

F

V
and 5r

r
c

c

where Cr and Cc are the rebound and compression damping coefficients, respectively.
In both cycles of compression and rebound, the velocity values are considered as constant (Maikulal et al

2016).
TheCFDmodeling provides a numerical solution for the laminar and turbulent flowby using theRеynоlds

AvеrаgеdNаvіеr-Stоkеs (RАNS) and continuity equations. Theflowof the incompressibleMRF inside the
damper is usually considered as turbulent. The governing equations for an incompressible flow are (Jiao et al
2018, Jiao et al 2018):

( ) ( )
 
 =Conservation of mass v: . 0 6

( ) ( ) ( )
    ⎡

⎣
⎤
⎦

r r m
¶
¶

+  = -  + Conservation of momentum
v

t
v v g P v: . . 72

The Fluent FlowANSYS-17 provides differentmodels to simulate turbulence. In this work, and for the sake
of simplicity, the standard k-εmodel was used. This choicewas considered because thismodel does not include
complex structures orflows involving (Jiao et al 2018). The standard k-ε is a two-equationmodel that includes
two transported variables: k the turbulent kinetic energy, and ε the dissipating rate of the kinetic energy.
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Although the realizable k-ε represents an improvement in the standard k-εmodel (Harlow 2004), a negligible
pressure difference was foundwhen comparing the twomodels’ results. For thematerial type setting, the fluid
was considered viscouswith a density of 3090Kgm−3. Six viscosity valueswere assigned to that fluid, as is going
to be shown in section 3. The velocity was set to 0.08 m s−1 asmentioned in the experimental reference (Badri
et al 2020). For coupling pressure and viscosity, a simplemethodwas used alongwith a second-order upwind
spatial solver to increase accuracy.

3. Experimental work

The relationship between themagnetic field excitation current and the fluid viscosity was assessed
experimentally in two stages. First, we investigated the effect of the current on themagnetic field density. Then a
viscositymeter, equippedwith amagnetic excitation device, was used to obtain the corresponding viscosity
value.

3.1.Magneticfieldmeasurements
Themagnetic field excitation systemused in this study consists of a coil holderwith twelve cores placed inside
special openings precisely created for this purpose. The coil holder was 3Dprinted fromAcrylonitrile-
Butadiene-Styrene (ABS)material as shown infigure 3(a). Figure 3(b) shows the detailed dimensions of the
magnetic excitation system. The excitation system surrounds the damper cylinder along a distance of 10 cm. The
coreswere arranged in four equally separated columns of three cores each (Sassi et al 2018). Copperwires were

Figure 3.Magnetic excitation systemused in this work (a)Components, and (b)Dimensions.

Figure 4.Measuring themagneticflux density.
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wound around each coil, with 250 turns per set. Different pole arrangements were investigated, and the best
performancewas found to be obtainedwhen twoneighboring poles had opposite charge signs.

Once the coils werefinished and correctly inserted into their holding support, the change in themagnetic
flux density could bemeasuredwhen the excitation current is varied. Themagnetic flux density is recognized as:

( )m=B N I 8

where m is themagnetic permeability of the core, Nnumber of turns in the coil, and I is the excitation current.
Themagnetic flux density wasmeasured using the previously described excitation system and aGaussmeter

as infigure 4. The twelve cores were connected to a power supply in a particular arrangement thatmatches the
requirements specified in (Sassi et al 2018). Themeter needle was placed at a reference point located precisely in
the center of the core holder. As the center is themost distant point from the cores (circumference), the reading
taken at that pointmay have theminimumvalue offlux density because of the low air permeability.

The excitation current was periodically increased, from0A to 5A, with a 1 A increment. Themagnetic flux
density wasmeasured at each current value, as shown infigures 4 and 5.

3.2. Viscositymeasurements
The dynamic viscosity value depends on the shear stress field-dependent t ,b which also depends on themagnetic
field density value (B). For the oil considered in the present study (MRF-132DG), its characteristic was

Figure 5.Magnetic field density values at the center point.

Figure 6.Experimental setup ofmeasuring viscosity.
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investigated previously by (Hidayatullah et al 2019). In the present study a rotational viscositymeter is used to
obtain the viscosity values regarding the applied current. Rotational viscositymeters are devices that provide
dynamic viscosity values bymeasuring the required torque to rotate a spindle with a knownRPM inside afluid
container (Barnes 2001). Usually, the viscositymeter device consists of amotor, spindle,motor controller,
rotationalmotion sensor, and force sensor. The spindle rotates inside thefluid container forcing the fluid to
move accordingly, and an essential torque is generated. Bymeasuring the force at the oil reservoir outer cylinder,
the spindle RPM speed, and knowing the distance from the rotation axis, the dynamic viscosity is accordingly
obtained. This study’s advanced viscositymeter provides the viscosity value based on the torque and the RPM
velocity of the spindle. Themain feature for the actual device is that the torque andRPMare beingmeasured
using a servo system. The servo systemdetermines the required current formoving the spindle inside thefluid
with a set speed.When setting a velocity to the spindle, the fluid started to decrease its velocity. That’s when the
servo systemdetermined the required extra current needed to contain the same rotation speed. For testing the
viscosity of theMRF-132DG, a particular setup has been developed using theViscositymeter (Viscometer 2300
RV). Such equipment comeswith different spindles types, depending on the range of viscosity to bemeasured
and its desired resolution. The spindle ‘L1’was used to examine theMRF-132DGviscosity under different
magnetic field values. The chosen spindle has aminimum recording value of (1mPa.S), and a range of viscosity
values (30–20000)mPa.s. Using a glass container to accommodate the fluid during viscosity testingmay decrease
themagneticfield effect and bring a reading error in viscosity value. Hence, the procedure wasmodified to
measure the viscosity in situ by including the damper steel cylinder itself as afluid container. The coreswere
placed around the damper, itself filledwithMRF, as shown infigure 6.Once the spindle (L1)was placed inside
the cylinder and the coils were excited, then the viscositymeter could be started tomeasure the viscosity values.
The readingswere donewith an accuracy of 1%, and a repeatability error of 0.2%. The reading values are
displayed infigure 7. The relationship between viscosity and the current variation is expressed by equation (9).

( )= - + +Viscosity I I0.0446 2 0.6946 0.1893 9

Figure 7.MRF viscosity reading versus applied current.

Figure 8.Damper internal components.
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3.3.Orifice features
The previous studies’ orificeswere commonly considered small thickness cylinders withmany holes (Guan et al
2019,Narkhede and Sinha 2014). The fundamental orifices’ detailed small design features were frequently
neglected. These small design features (like non-uniform edges)may substantially contribute to the pressure
drop and the damping effect. In this study, the damper under investigationwas previously used in a former
experimental researchwork (Sassi et al 2018). The damperwas disassembled, and its internal parts were checked
to get their accurate dimensions and shapes. The graphical details are displayed infigures 8 and 9.

4. Computational analysis

TheCFDnumerical investigation requires three significant steps: pre-processing, solving, and post-processing.
The pre-processing analysis starts by identifying all geometry dimensions to create the fluid domain. It is
followed by an appropriatemeshing of the elements, with a careful selection of element types and sizes. In the
pre-processing analysis, initial phenomenon values of temperature and velocitiesmay be calculated. Themain
steps in the solving step include assigning the appropriatemodel for the studywhile applying all the boundary
conditions needed;material, viscosities, velocity, and pressure to the fluid domains. The post-processing phase
will show the contour plot of the static pressure related to the compressing and rebound side of the viscous
damper piston.

Figure 9. 3DCADdrawing of the orifice.

Figure 10.Meshing of theflow area.
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4.1.Meshing
In theCFDmodel, themeshing is concernedwith the flow area, which started from the inlet through the
throttling orifices, all theway to the outlet. Unstructured automatic finemeshingwith 3D tetrahedral cells was
used. Themeshing smoothingwas chosen to be highwhile having a normal curvature angle of 18°. Themesh
responded to high gradient and curvature areas by providingmore cells to those areas. Increasing the number of
cells at the throttling areawhile having fewer elements at areas near the inlet and the outlet ensures accurate
results with less computational time. The grid is then generated having 58169 elements with 12151 nodes, as
shown infigure 10.

Themesh quality is identified through different procedures. Amesh dependence study is themost common
method infinding the best size of the element that should be used in the analysis. Although thismethod is giving
a good result, it was found to be a time-consumingmethod. Three various parameters located in themeshing
statistics of Fluent ANSYS provided an indicationmeasure for themesh quality. They are the skewness, the
orthogonal quality, and the aspect ratio. Skewness is defined as the difference between the shape of the cell and
an equilateral cell of equivalent volume. Its value ranges between 0 and 1. For a tetrahedral element, any value
below 0.95 is acceptable (ANSYS Inc. 2008). The skewness of this studywas found to be 0.72, which lead to a
faster solution convergence. Anothermeshing quality parameter is the orthogonal quality, which refers to how
close are the angles between adjacent faces of cells. Theminimumvalue of the orthogonal qualitywas found to
around 0.2.When such a value is above theminimum limit of 0.01, it is considered (ANSYS Inc. 2008). The
aspect ratio for a tetrahedral element is the ratio between the sphere radius inscribed in the element and the
sphere radius circumscribed in the same element. Themaximumaspect ratio for the givenmesh is equal to
14.77. Such a value is below the allowablemax limit of 500, usually obtainedwhen themesh is of good quality
(ANSYS Inc. 2008).

4.2. Simulation andmodeling
After achieving the grid of the fluid area, the standard k-emodel was used, as discussed in theMethodology
section. The viscosity values, previously displayed infigure 6, were assigned to the liquid-watermaterial
characteristics to investigate themagnetic field density variation effect.

The rebound and compression pressures should be both considered forfinding the damping coefficients.
Both scenarios were considered in theCFDmodel tofind the pressure at both sides of the orifices. Firstly, the
fluid flowwas supposed to be from the rebound chamber to the compression chamber with an initial velocity at
the inlet boundary layer. This scenario will have amaximumpressure value at the orifice surface directly facing
the inlet boundary. Reversing theflowdirection by changing the inlet and the outlet boundary while
maintaining the same velocity will result in the compression pressure.

Figure 11 is showing the inlet, outlet, and three orifice holes of thefluidflow. Rebound and compression
areas are name-selected for later pressure contour representation. A constant pressure conditionwas assigned to
the outlet. In themeantime, as a boundary condition, the cylindrical partitionsweremodeled aswalls. Only the
inlet boundary is giving a constant value of 0.08 m s−1 representing the damper rod velocity that delivered the
first damping value in the reference experimental study (Sassi et al 2018).

Figure 11.Boundary conditions.
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5. Results and discussion

After computing the results, the contours post-processing tool inCFD enabled showing the characteristic
gradients, namely velocity, total pressure, dynamic pressure, and shear strain. In this study, only static pressure is
required to identify the forces on both orifice sides (rebound, compression). Figure 12 displays an example of the
static pressure contour plot for the rebound and compressing sides of the piston for an applied current of 1 A.

The rebound-compression forces are calculated for themaximumpressure value observed at the contour
plot range. These forces are also related to the piston side surface areas. The sides areas are ( ´ -3.71 10 4 m2) at
the compression side, and ( ´ -3.40 10 4 m2) at the rebound side, respectively. Consequently, the rebound force
ismore significant than the compression one because of the difference in the area values. As already explained in
equations (5) and (6), the pressure drop generates different forces on both sides of the pistonwhich difference,

Figure 12.Pressure contours for (a) compression stroke (b) rebound stroke of a piston for 1A current applied.

Table 1.Pressure gradientmaximumvalues and forces in rebound and compression.

Current (A) Rebound Force (kN) Compression Force (kN) Rebound Pressure (Pa) Compression Pressure (Pa)

0 5.44 4.82 ´1.60 107 ´1.30 107

1 6.12 5.37 ´1.80 107 ´1.45 107

2 6.46 5.56 ´1.90 107 ´1.50 107

3 6.83 5.93 ´2.01 107 ´1.60 107

4 7.14 6.26 ´2.10 107 ´1.69 107

5 7.48 6.48 ´2.20 107 ´1.75 107

Figure 13.Numerical and experimental results validation of the damping coefficient in compression and rebound chambers.
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divided by the inlet constant velocity, results in damping effect. All the results involved in the damping values are
shown in table 1.

Figure 13 depicts the variation of the rebound and compression damping coefficient obtained byCFD
simulation, and those obtained experimentally (Sassi et al 2018), for different values of excitation current. At low
currents, not exceeding 2.5A, one can see that theCFDmodel seems to provide overestimated numerical results.
The difference between both sets of results is neighboring 10%. Such trend remains valid until the neighboring
of 2.5 A, where the experimental results become higher. The gap between simulation and experimental results
keeps increasing untill reaching 17%, for an excitation current of 5A.

In the present analysis, the CFDmodel takes into consideration the fluid chamber compressibility and the
variation offluid viscosity depending on the yield stress. However, the contribution of the internal friction in the
damping force was omitted. The friction between the internal walls and thefluid, and between the internal
particles of thefluid, are probably negligible, in the absence of external excitation.However, for higher values of
magnetic fields, generated by a currentmore than 3A, the friction effect could not be ignored anymore. In other
words, at high values of current (3A–5A), the omission of internal friction,makes theCFDmodel fail to
accurately capture the true behavior inside the damper.

Moreover, another reason behind the difference between simulation and experimental results is theway
used in (Sassi et al 2018) to estimate the damping effect. Usually, the investigation of damping devices requires
the use of appropriate testingmachines equippedwith speed controllers and force sensors tomeasure the
damping coefficient.However, in the absence of such amachine, authors decided to load the damperwith
different deadweights and record the time inwhich the rod travels back and forth as infigure 14.Using the travel
distance, the timewas converted into speed, and consequently, the relationship between the force and the speed
was easily obtained for both cycles of rebound and compression as hown infigures 14(a) and (b), respectively.

In their approach tomeasure themotion speed of the rod (Sassi et al 2018), authors considered themotion as
uniform,whichwas not the case. Indeed, for a falling object, subjected to a resisitive forcewhich is proportional
to the speed, the equation ofmotion is of the type:

Figure 14.Experimental testing of the damperfilledwithMRF; (a)Rebound test; (b)Compression test.
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Therefore, in the absence of external excitation, the damping constant ismoderate, its effect on the rod’s speed
remains limited, and the gap between both sets of results is around 12%as in table 2.However, for a large value
of current excitation neighboring 5A, the damping coefficient is high enough to create a large slowdownof the
rod’smotion. For this case, the gap between true and estimated values of speed is around 25%.

6. Conclusion

This paper developed aCFDmodel whichwas used to characterize the change of the damping coefficient for an
MRFdamper, using ANSYS 17 Fluent. The change of the viscosity values was obtained experimentally, forfive
magnetic field values generated by the external excitation system, and then used to update theMR fluid features
of the fluid flowmodel. The comparison of theCFDmodel and experimental damping coefficients results
reveals the following:

TheMRF damper coefficient increases exponentially as the viscosity value of the rheological fluid increase.

For low values of excitation current, particularly not exceeding 2A, the internal friction forces induced to the
MRF are insignificant, and therefore theCFDmodel results are fairly close to the experimental ones.

For high excitation current and hence highmagnetic field, the discrepancy between themodel and the
experimental results are significant. Theway that experimental results were computed is one of themain reasons
for the discripency between results.

In the absence of friction and cavitation force components, the CFD simulation generates accurate values
that fairlymatchwith the experimental results. In its actual state, the proposedmodel is only applicable for
magnetic field values that give a viscosity range of 0.1 Pa.s−1.4 Pa.s.
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